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Monica Ali is one of the famous Bangladesh-born writers and novelists. She is the 
person who gained fame with her very first novel Brick Lane. She was also chosen by 
Granta magazine as one of the Best of Young British Novelists in the year 2003. Brick 
Lane, a debut novel of Monica Ali helped her to become one of the nominees in Man’s 
booker price. Brick Lane is the novel which conveys the life of an immigrant woman who 
struggles and longs for freedom. ‘Aman’s character is his fate’ said by Heraclitus, but the 
novel depicts man’s will power over their destiny. Ali’s narration of the novel not only 
brings out the cultural dislocation of the immigrants in England but also exemplifies the 
conflicts faced by the immigrant people in their own country. This paper deals with the 
concept of gender discrimination, identity issues, religious conflict in Brick lane which 
plays a major role in the novel. The intense study of this paper deals with the social 
problems faced by the immigrants and their dreams over their new country and it 
concludes in being satisfied with their new life by overcoming all the obstacles. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Monica Ali’s Brick Lane is one of the famous works which explores the life of 
immigrants. Monica Ali portrayed Nazneen as a central character who represents the life 
of an immigrant woman. The novel begins with the Nazneen’s happiest childhood days 
spent with her sister Hasina in her own mother-land Bangladesh. Later she was married 
to Chanu Ahmed and she started to live her marriage life in London. This couple often 
dreamt about their ‘home going’ this explains their existence in London which does not 
made them to feel as their own land. Even though they started to live in this modern 
London society Nazneen often reminiscence her childhood days again and again which 
shows her longing for own country. In London as a mother and a wife Nazneen led a life 
of loneliness. Monica Ali’s novel travelled from Nazneen’s childhood to her 
womanhood. Chanu Ahmed’s hatred for western culture and Nazneen’s love for that 
same modern culture is the prominent contradiction in Brick lane. 

Although Nazneen serves as an idol for a perfect mother she fails to be a perfect 
wife according to our tradition. Brick Lane can be viewed in various perspectives. Either 
Brick Lane can be viewed in a feministic perspective or in an anti-feministic approach. 
Anti-feministic concept is not insisted by Monica Ali as a critic and one can easily 
explore this approach through her affair with Karim. Monica Ali totally wrote this novel 
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in a feministic approach in which she focused on the lonely life of an immigrant woman 
whose desires are not fulfilled. And in one point it is justified that Karim is not a 
character who destroys the life of a poor woman for his physical urge he stands as an idol 
for a longings and desire hold by Nazneen. Nazneen faced several conflicts as an 
immigrant woman. Nazneen often received letters from her younger sister Hasina and 
this letter sharing is the only happiness and peaceful moment for Nazneen which serves 
as a medicine for her loneliness. On the other hand Chanu Ahmed cannot sustain in a 
proper job, financial status of her family made Nazneen to borrow sewing machine from 
her neighboring friend Razia. When Nazneen expressed her view on taking up job in 
order to raise their family economic status, she was threatened by Chanu Ahmed, who 
spelled an unwanted dominating justification for describing his denial: “Why should you 
go out? said Chanu. If you go out, ten people will say, I saw her walking on the street. 
And I will look like a fool” (Brick Lane 30).Chanu Ahmed hates Nazneen to get 
employment and earn money for their family, when he finds sewing machine he was 
totally frustrated and he shifted television to his room. As an orthodox family man he 
does not want his wife to earn for their family. He thinks that women employment 
expresses the lifestyle of westernized culture and he does not want his family to follow 
this culture. He assumed that “Some of these uneducated ones, they say that if the wife is 
working its only because the husband cannot feed them” (147). He often warns his elder 
daughter Sahana‘not to follow western culture’. Ali portrayed Chanu Ahmed as a 
character who feels shame to leave one’s own culture for new modern culture. His soul 
was totally engaged and longed for his mother land. In this novel apart from female 
characters Chanu’s love for motherland depicts practical conflict faced by every 
immigrant who longs for their own country. 

Nazneen as a Muslim woman followed certain rules and regulations even she 
when survived in London. She wore purdah, covering her hair with hijab, her walking 
one step behind her husband, her looks focusing on the ground while walking in public 
described her best character. Nazneen was completely confined in her flat and she 
resembles a bird which was forced to staying a cage. As Nazneen’s mother Rupban 
advised her that ‘Man’s life is fixed only with their fate and one has to believe fate’ 
Nazneen believed her mother’s word and she started to accept the curse what fate owes 
her in her life. Nazneen is a gentle and silent woman who refused to have unwanted 
conversation with her neighborhoods. Ali’s portrayal of Nazneen symbolizes the life of 
oppressed Muslim women. Ali’s success in expressing the realistic life of Bengali 
immigrants in England explored the religious conflict by explaining Muslim as a minority 
religion in England. Ali’s characterization of minor characters raised lights in the various 
scene of the novel. This novel also probed into the postcolonial aspects like oppression, 
suppression, loss of identity which emerged through Nazneen’s character. 

 

DISCUSSION: 

Monica Ali‘s Brick Lane portrayed the poor life of a people who are all surviving 
in other’s country as an immigrant. Brick Lane focused on the practical problems faced 
by the immigrants and Ali explored it in a realistic manner. Ali had a real life experience 
as an immigrant and she completely reflected her own life experience in Brick Lane. In 
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this novel Ali contradictorily described that female can easily adapt into new culture 
whereas men cannot accept the new culture. I can’t stay? Said Chanu (103), clearly 
shows that his soul is only attached with his own land Bangladesh. Even though he is 
living in London for several years he cannot fix his soul in England. As a Diaspora writer 
Ali has explored her real feelings through her characters. Ali’s effort on highlighting 
immigrants also face the gender discrimination in this patriarchal world through the 
female characters explains a remarkable concept of colonialism. Here male characters 
symbolize the dominating country and the female characters symbolize the 
colonizedcountry. Chanu Ahmed and Karim are the major male characters in this novel. 
Chanu Ahmed is the reflection of male chauvinism whereas Karim serves as an idol of 
liberalism. Nazneen desires are burnt in her young age marriage and as her mother’s 
description she happily accepted her fate. She was an uneducated woman and only 
because of her fate’s compulsion she married to uneducated old age man. She feels that 
her peaceful time are the days which was spent with her sister Hasina, once she was 
separated from her sister she felt loneliness and she was isolated in the new country even 
in the Chanu’s presence. When the novel begins we can find that the Rupban drowning in 
the river shows her lack of love in her marriage life. She was not trusted by Nazneen’s 
father and as a sensitive woman she decided to kill herself, which shows cruel male 
domination. 

 Ali’s characterization of the female characters reflected the conflicts faced by 
everywoman in this patriarchal society. In this modern world it is fixed that ‘every 
woman has to depend on any male in their lifetime, in every other situation to survive’. 
Women also had dreams and plans for their life but they used to sacrifice or forced to 
destroy their plans only forth male’s purpose. Nazneen’s desire for taking up job is not a 
desire it is a need for her to raise family status, but Chanu Ahmed does not cared or heard 
the Nazneen’s point of view. Nazneen Razia an immigrant also faced a gender-based 
discrimination in her marriage life. She spoke about her husband “He works all day and 
night. He keeps me locked up inside” (Brick Lane 96), says Razia. It is assumed that only 
after her husband’s death, she started to lead an independent life. She does not worry 
about her husband’s death and she expressed her relief, “I can get that job now. No 
slaughter man to slaughter me now” (110). Nazneen is denied to get an education inhere 
childhood and Chanu’s educated mind brings out the several clashes in their relationship. 
Her fond on learning new things is asserted when Karim entered into Nazneen’s life. 
Once she requested her husband about her desire to learn English, Chanu Ahmed strictly 
restricted. Nazneen’s desire, dreams and longings has been totally captured under the 
restriction of ChanuAhmed. She is not allowed to fulfill her desire independently. As a 
Muslim woman Nazneen haste face and follow certain rules and regulations and she tried 
her level best to follow it correctly. 

 

Nazneen’s expectation of love and care cannot be fulfilled by Chanu Ahmed. But 
she satisfied her physical urge with Karim. She loves Karim only because of his caring 
and wisdom. Here continuous restrictions and rules made Nazneen to divert her love from 
Chanu. At the same times a woman she cannot sustain in the relationship with Karim 
which is illegal. Like the blogged water flows faster in its release, Nazneen’s loneliness 
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shattered her rely on fate and she completely falls in affair with Karim. Chanu Ahmed is 
one of the reasons for his wife’s illegal affair because as a husband he failed to shower 
love and care on his wife. Over restricted life made her to exploit herself in the love of 
some unknown person. Gender gap is another reason for the misunderstanding 
relationship of this immigrant couple. Nazneen was totally affected and injured by the 
lonely life in England which often reminds her nostalgic thoughts. In this time she 
expected her husband’s love which she lacks and she diverted to Karim in order to escape 
from her isolated life. Hasina is a character who often shows her existence through her 
letter. Once she attained her teenage she eloped with Khulna, a nephew of a sawmill 
owner. Later it is found that she has forced to become a prostitute in order survive in this 
world.  

Ali’s Brick Lane not only deals with the life of an immigrant people and also it 
deeply discussed about pity life of a poor women in all over the world are either forced or 
willingly put into discrimination in every other situation. Ali expressed the stage of 
women in men’s life through this novel Brick Lane. Women are not inferior to men but 
they are physically and psychologically attacked by the men and they are forced to be 
inferior. Even many women started to lead an independent life. Still some, ‘Women are 
suffering as slaves and their desires and dreams are denied even in this modern 21 st 
century’. In the climax of the novel Nazneen thinks independently and she refused to 
with ChanuAhmed. On the other hand Chanu Ahmed cannot sacrifice his decision on 
home going when Nazneen and his daughter refused to come with him he does not want 
to compel anyone. He left with tears and he said that he cannot stay in this London here 
anymore. Gender discrimination and conflict of generation gap is a prominent conflict in 
Brick Lane which can be easily felt byte audience. 

Every human in this world has their own religion. Either this religion has been 
forced by their ancestors or this has been voluntarily accepted by an individual. Most 
probably this conflict will be raised in the life of the immigrants, because they suffer 
from their loss of identity in new adapted country. Even though they are migrated to 
England a Christian majority country, as a Muslim all the characters in Brick Lane does 
not faced a conflict of interchanging their religion. But everyone in this novel felt in some 
other situation that they are living in a minority religion and they tried to change it. They 
tried to hold their religion in England, but they do not have an interest in adapting their 
religion. While we keenly notice, a central character Nazneen desires for new culture but 
not for new religion. She has faced many Muslim immigrant people in England and 
realized each one has different colors. Mrs. Islam an old age women who offered money 
for Chanu Ahmed often tortures Nazneen to pay the interest. As per the Muslim’s law 
‘adperson who lends money has to wait until the borrower gets financial capacity to repay 
the loan’. ‘Receiving interest is strictly prohibited in Mohamedan’s law’. Mrs. Islam fails 
to follow heron religious aspect and started to threaten Nazneen. The holy QURAN is 
greatly respected in Monica Ali’s Brick Lane. Mrs. Islam’s continuous threaten on 
interest money is ended by Nazneen’s threaten to swear on Quran. Even though the 
immigrants started to adapt the new culture they had faith in their own culture. Nazneen’s 
continuous prayer proves her mind can be exploited by western culture whereas her faith 
cannot be destroyed. 
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When we analyze the post- colonial concept in Brick Lane Ali’s characterization 
is more than enough to picture their loss of identity. A well-educated Chanu Ahmed 
cannot sustain in this new culture. Nazneen’s loneliness, isolated life and her nostalgic 
thoughts shows her longing for happiness. At first, Nazneen’s nostalgia thoughts made 
one to feel that her original identity was in Bangladesh but at the end Nazneen’s decision 
is totally contradictory. Throughout this novel it’s clear that Nazneen cannot find her own 
identity either in Bangladesh where she spent her less life time or in England. Nazneen’s 
characterization by Ali not only described a normal life of woman but also she clearly 
explored the oppressed life of an isolated woman. Nazneen does not realized her own 
desire and she cannot define for what her own soul longs. Once Karim entered into 
Nazneen’s life she started to realize her own identity. She is totally attracted towards 
western culture and she thinks Kari’s relationship will comfort her into a new world 
which she has ever seen. Through Karim she started to enter in public sphere. Nazneen 
encountered Kari for the first time when he brings clothes for stitching. Later on, his 
humor sense attracted Nazneen which she never experienced from her husband. Nazneen 
is a character who does not communicate a lot with her family members spoke a lot and 
expressed her inner feelings tokenism. As an immigrant woman she was not well 
acquaintance with anyone in England, she started to speak with Razia only after the 
approach of Mrs. Islam to her home. But Karim’s sudden appearance made her to feel 
free and not only shared her physical love and also sheexpressed her inner feelings as 
well as her desires. But at the same time Chanu Ahmed’s continuous compulsion for 
returning home was completely refused by Nazneen and mostly welcomed by Karim he 
advised that ‘Let him go I will be with you’, these words from Kari cannot be accepted 
by Nazneen and she advised that he fulfilled her desires and made her to escape from 
isolation on the same time she realized that she cannot continue this relationship 
anymore, because even though Karim is an idol for liberalism she felt that Karim is also a 
man and she fears Karim will replace Chanu soon. Nazneen who does not experienced a 
feel of truelove from her childhood to motherhood, through karim she started to know the 
real meaning of true love. And she knows that this will not lead into a good relationship 
as a mother of two female children. 

Generation gap is the main conflict between Chanu Ahmed and Nazneen. This is 
the only reason that Nazneen cannot share her desires and feelings with him. Nazneen’s 
life started in London only after her marriage. She knows none in London other than her 
husband. Nazneen’s marriage life commenced ultimately with the dependence on Chanu 
Ahmed. Chanu Ahmed failed to run his marriage life by satisfying everyone’s need in his 
family. And this made Nazneen to feel alone. Normally new life in other’s country makes 
one to feel comfortable when they have acquaintance with same religion persons who are 
in a similar situation. So Nazneen feels shy to communicate easily with other British 
people. Once she found Razia she felt little happiness because, she found some similar 
connection between them and she started to communicate withers. According to the 
portrayal of Ali Nazneen’s world is very small. Her desires are very simple and elegant 
which can be easily given by every normal husband to satisfy their wife’s desires. 

But Chanu’s mind could not able to care about this and he completely failed to 
read his wife’s mind. His perception is typically different from other modern husband. As 
a head of the family he knows to order his family members rather than satisfying their 
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needs. Once he decided to move back to Bangladesh, he simply orders his family 
members to join with him. Sahana, an elder daughter of Nazneen and a girl who addicted 
towards western culture can easily analyse her parents main conflict and she raised for 
freedom .When his daughter conveys him about her mother’s feelings, then only he 
respected their opinions on ‘home going’. This explains an most important fact that this 
modern generation people can easily probe into the problems and they can easily evaluate 
what is going around them whereas Nazneen, a mother of Shahana lacks inher boldness 
to speak before her husband .In Monica Ali’s Brick Lane one can easily understand that if 
Nazneen has boldness in her life she could have been easily overcome and face her inner 
conflict little earlier. 

CONCLUSION: 

Brick Lane is the novel in which one can easily understand the sufferings faced by 
the immigrant people. Ali’s ways of narration through a central character, Nazneen make 
one to deeply analyze the inner feelings of an isolated woman and it allows one to know 
deeply about immigration. This novel is the best work for one to gain lots of knowledge 
about their own inner feelings. One must know to learn about our self to survive in this 
technological world, because nothing is stable in this life. Everyone cannot define that 
everything happens in our life is always perfect. One has to face many problems in our 
lifetime and this novel is assistance for everyone to justify that none of our thoughts 
remain stable. It has the tendency to change automatically according tour circumstances. 
In Brick Lane Nazneen a central character of this novel insist her desire to return to 
homeland in the beginning of the novel. At the same time the conclusion of this novel 
speaks a lot about the contradiction of her desire which creates a shocking turning point. 
This proves that none can easily swear that I can remain same throughout my life time. 
Nazneen’s lonely life made her to think that she could receive real peace only in her 
homeland. Her unpredictable love on her sister Hasina and their letter sharing slowly 
fades when Nazneen’s view changed into outside of the world. When she was isolated 
Nazneen shared her feelings through letters to Hasina. Once she came to know that her 
sister is indulging herself into the world of prostitute Nazneen felt pity for her life. Ali’s 
Brick Lane tries to express the pains and struggle faced by the immigrant people. Living 
in other’s land in which one cannot feel worldly pleasure and peacefulness is a heavy 
pain which not only hurts the people physically and also mentally. To highlight Monica 
Ali’s attack on post colonialism and multiculturalism does not clear that Brick Lane is 
indifferent to the conflicts and interest of non-western immigrants in England. But 
contrary, Ali points out an accurate awareness of such conflicts. This one is commonly 
fact of her assumption of the struggles of Bangladeshi immigrants as Muslims in the 
London. Through Ali’s portrayal of the fable clash among the native people from the 
group Lion Hearts and the Bangladeshi Muslim social activists group Bengal Tigers. 
Here Ali explains as a Muslim immigrants had bold to politicize the war against the 
Muslims in the London. Ali’s Brick Lane not only conveys the sympathetic life of an 
innocent woman and also it has a stuff of news about the wars in which a man could 
change his pure good soul into weird nature of animals. Through the character Karim Ali 
makes us to understand an immigrant optimistic thinking to lead the nation which does 
not belongs to them. Karim not only tries to change the country by involving himself into 
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politics and also he changed the cowardly caged life of Nazneen and he made her to come 
out of her home.  

The very first example of Nazneen’s arrival into the public sphere is an important 
optimistic thought in her life. For the very first time, in Nazneen’s migrant world, she 
sensed glad to communicate with other people from outside her compact caged sphere. 
After a huge journey in the roads of London “She began to feel a little pleased. She had 
spoken, in English, to a stranger, and she had been understood and acknowledged. It was 
very little. But it was something” (Brick Lane 57).According to Ali’s Brick lane at first 
this fiction makes one to feel pity for the immigrants who cannot easily accept and adapt 
the new western culture although they have been living in London for several years. Later 
cultural dislocation has made a drastic change in their life and it makes their thoughts 
unstable. Chanu Ahmed although he was a well-educated man he could not easily adapts 
the western culture throughout his life. On the same time his wife Nazneen wants to 
leader life independently and she slowly tries to accept the new culture and feels more 
comfortable in it. Nazneen’s drastic change has the two main reasons one her isolated life 
exposed fresh happiness when she come out of it. And another reason is Nazneen’s views 
on other immigrants like Razia, an positive thinker who lives independently and happily 
in new land and Karim who accurately points out that ‘This is my home’ these incidents 
changed Nazneen’s view on life and she started to learn and live independently without 
undergoing any restrictions. Ali’s Brick Lane ends in a positive thought that every people 
should receive what life offers to them rather than our longings. Nazneen’s longing for 
returning home is completely changed once she tasted new way of living which she never 
experienced before in her life. Nazneen’s lifestyle has been changed from childhood to 
woman hood and she started to decide her life without depending anyone. Brick Lane 
proves that although every migration has suppression, even in this suppression an 
immigrant people can change their view to attain freedom in their life. 
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